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Writing Poetry 
 
What do we need in order to write poetry? 
○ A desire to say something (or describe something). 
○ Words to do it with. 
○ A sense of music. A major difference between poetry and everything else we write (prose) is 

in its sound. Music is sound arranged in patterns; so is poetry, with the addition of meaning. 
Put slightly differently, poetry is meaning in words, strengthened by their music. (That 
doesn’t mean, of course, that all poetry has to have music. ‘All poetry’ doesn’t have to have 
anything.) 

 
 

 
Writing Travel Poetry 

 
When something new happens to us, or when we see something (or realise something) for the 
first time, we usually want to talk about it. We may want to write about it as well. If we’re 
travelling we will probably write about it in emails or on postcards, or in a travel diary. We could 
also choose to write about it in poetry, either at the time or when we get home. 
 
I began to write poetry again (after a gap of many years) when I started to travel seriously. It’s 
truer to say that my poetry began to write itself – after I’d been woken by an earth tremor during 
the first night of a stay in Lima, Peru. At breakfast next morning I found myself jotting down 
words and phrases about the event on my table napkin (paper napkin, that is – it wasn’t a fancy 
hotel). After breakfast we went for a walk in the busy square nearby. My arm was grabbed and 
held, and my watch taken – very skilfully, so that it was impossible to discover who among the 
crowd had done it. (Luckily, it wasn’t a fancy watch either.) Here’s the photograph I took just 
before that happened. 
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Those two new experiences came together in my mind and in the poem which grew over the 
course of the day (Earth Tremor in Lima in Images of Peru). 
 
Whenever I travel now, I write – sometimes as I travel, sometimes afterwards. I also, of course, 
take photographs. Memory’s all very well, but… 
 

 
 

Poetry as a Record 
 
In fact, memory’s very good. You’ve probably, at some time, read William Wordsworth’s poem 
about daffodils. Even if you think of it as just a ‘pretty’ poem (and it’s much more than that), it 
demonstrates very clearly how poetry can come to be written. 

 
I wandered lonely as a cloud 
That floats on high o'er vales and hills, 
When all at once I saw a crowd, 
A host, of golden daffodils; 
Beside the lake, beneath the trees, 
Fluttering and dancing in the breeze. 
 
Continuous as the stars that shine 
And twinkle on the milky way, 
They stretched in never-ending line 
Along the margin of a bay:                                
Ten thousand saw I at a glance, 
Tossing their heads in sprightly dance. 
 
The waves beside them danced; but they 
Out-did the sparkling waves in glee: 
A poet could not but be gay, 
In such a jocund company: 
I gazed – and gazed – but little thought 
What wealth the show to me had brought: 
 
For oft, when on my couch I lie 
In vacant or in pensive mood,                             
They flash upon that inward eye 
Which is the bliss of solitude; 
And then my heart with pleasure fills, 
And dances with the daffodils.  

 
 
Wordsworth wrote the poem well after his walk in England’s Lake District. He realised that the 
memory of the daffodils had stayed with him, would always stay with him, and he recorded both 
the memory and the realisation. 
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His recollection of the daffodils, in fact, was so powerful that it was as if, when he lay on his 
couch, he was looking at a picture of them. He was able, through the strength of his language, to 
recreate the scene for us, and then write about its impact on him. 
 
(His sister had a hand that, actually – we’ll explain how in a while.) 
 

 
 

Poetry Combined with Photographs 
 
Why use words to recreate a scene, however, if you already have a picture of it – a painting or a 
photograph? 
 
(There are some very good reasons. We needn’t discuss them at length here. A picture may be 
worth a thousand words; but fifty of the best words can do more than any picture because they 
bring into play that other powerful force, our imagination. And so on.) 
 
You can use a photograph as a starting point for a piece of writing. (You may in fact have 
already begun to say something about what you saw, by choosing the angle, the framing, the 
focus.) No matter if the picture you’ve taken as a photographer is limiting, because it replaces 
your ‘imaginative’ memory: it will make an immediate impact on anyone who looks at it; and 
that’s something, as a writer, you can build on.  
 
‘As a photographer’? You don’t need to be one. Your holiday snapshots will suffice, since they 
are yours. If a photo you choose to write about is technically awful, that may be a part of the 
experience it records. Imagine Wordsworth with a camera. He photographs the daffodils. The 
picture turns out to be blurred, because the breeze made the daffodils sway and he got his f-stops 
wrong. But the ‘dancing’ of the daffodils was an important part of what he noticed. So his bad 
photograph is also good. 
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First Example 
 

 
 

                    Cat door 
 

Sometimes the door is  
quite small, 
and not where you look for it, 
just a sliver of light 
amid reflections of 
closed windows 
shuttered doors. 
The trick is to find it, 
hidden, and like a cat 
licking the last cream 
from her whiskers 
slip silently, 
poise for a moment 
on the threshold  
between in and out, 
then, flicking her tail 
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slip through, 
on paws of silk. 
Outside are many pathways, 
corridors to destinations undreamed. 
that's why a cat needs 
surest feet, silent feet, 
to find the partly opened door, 
the window left undone 
to slip through, 
find shelter, 
slumber safely, 
then seek the next turning. 
Cats do what they must 
to open doors and windows, 
voyagers who know how  
and where to land 
on paws of silk. 

 
      Lenore Horowitz  
      Place des Vosges, Paris March 5, 2001 
      www.womencandoit.com 
 
Why is it a good example? Come back when you’ve worked your way through the tutorial and 
decide for yourself. (You will also be able to compare your ideas with those in ‘Why the First 
Example Was Good’ on page 38.) 

 
 

 
How to Write a Poem Based on a Photograph (and with its own internal music) 

 
Step One: 
 
Choose the photograph. (Avoid grand edifices: use a photo of something small, close, engaging.) 
Write down what you see in it, or explain briefly what was happening when you took it. 
 
‘You mean write a poem about it?’ you ask. 
 
Not really, not yet. Write about the photograph as simply as you can, either in sentences or in 
phrases, and don’t try to make your writing look like a poem. Say whatever comes into your 
mind – what you want people to notice in the photo, how you came to take it, what you thought 
or felt at the time, what you think or feel now – any or all of that. Don’t try to be profound, 
either: as you work on your writing, any deeper meanings the photograph or the memory carry 
for you will emerge of their own accord. It doesn’t at all matter if there are no deeper meanings: 
a poem doesn’t have to be justified by anything beyond itself. 
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Step Two: 
 
Go through and replace any vague words with more precise ones, particularly with words that 
have a stronger visual force. 
 
Step Three: 
 
Consider removing any words or lines not connected to the features of the photograph you think 
are significant, or at the very edges of the event you have described. Keep them only if they add 
something worthwhile (colour, atmosphere, context). Trim your writing down, in other words: a 
poem should be no longer than it has to be. 
 
Step Four: 
 
Look for an emerging significance (an ‘idea’ if you like) that connects with any of the details 
you have written about, or links the details themselves. Clarify the idea by strengthening the 
connection. (If you’re not sure what we mean by all of that, wait until we give an example from 
Boy on the Ngorongoro Road.) 
 
Step Five: 
 
Break what you have written into lines so that you give prominence to the important words and 
phrases. A line can be a single word or short phrase; or you can place your important word or 
phrase at the beginning or end of a longer line. (That’s assuming you are not at this stage 
attempting the much more difficult task of writing strict verse – poetry which obeys rules of 
metre and line length. We’ll say more about that later.) 
 
Consider, also, beginning a new section (paragraph) where there’s a shift of focus, or if 
something new happens, or if you move from description to idea – just as you would if this were 
going to remain a piece of prose. 
 
Step Six: 
 
Read through what you have written (aloud, perhaps), listening for any natural rhythms. Try to 
preserve or enhance those as you continue to work. They will combine with any rhymes you 
include and produce the poem’s music. One suggestion: try to end each line on a stressed 
(emphasised) syllable (part of a word). That will give the line strength; but there will be times 
when you want to do the opposite, for good reason – soften the line, and let it tail off. 
 
Step Seven: 
 
Read through what you have written again, listening this time for any rhymes which have entered 
unnoticed. Look out too for the half-rhymes – words which sound in part like other words in the 
poem, and which echo their sounds without fully rhyming (‘grain’, ‘groan’: the technical word is 
assonance or consonance, depending on whether the repeated letters are vowels or consonants). 
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Add in other words which repeat sounds – but be prepared to take them out again quickly if they 
remain awkward (‘stick out’). 
 
You could repeat whole lines, perhaps with slight modification. That’s another kind of echo. 
 
Try breaking into a new line after any words which do rhyme with or echo a word that has gone 
before. That will draw attention to them (but it’s sometimes better to leave them tucked away 
inside a line, where they can work more subtly). 
 
If you have broken up your poem into sections, having the last word in each section rhyme with 
or echo an earlier word will add a sense of conclusion, or satisfaction – particularly in the case of 
the poem’s final part. 
 
Step Eight: 
 
Read your writing through again, then leave it. Come back to it at intervals (over the next few 
hours, days, weeks) and read it again, listening each time for its music. That music will become 
clearer with each reading, and you will perhaps find yourself adding to it as you move words 
around to strengthen their rhythmic effect, or insert words whose sound connects with the sound 
of other words in the poem. Allow alliteration (noticeable repetition of letters, particularly initial 
letters) to play its part, without unduly contriving it. 
 
The poem’s significance or meaning (its ‘idea’ if it has one) may also grow with these new 
additions, and what began as a simple piece of writing may become quite complex. 
 
If that doesn’t happen, if you find yourself happy with what you wrote in the first few stages, 
even though it’s a short, simple poem…don’t call that a failure. It can be a distinct success: 
 

When the lobster 
Went into the pot 
He thought there was a way out.  
There was not. 
 

(Sorry – I’ve forgotten the poet’s name. I’d be glad to be reminded.) 
 
Think of that poem accompanied by a photograph of a lobster on the floor of a fishing boat. 
Would the photograph add to the impact of the poem? In some ways yes, in some, no. But if 
you’d taken the photo yourself in some foreign place, and then written the poem, the two 
together would certainly have captured a moment. 
 
Any of the above steps can be omitted or repeated. While you are going through them you can 
make other changes you think improve your writing; and you don’t always have to have a reason 
you can explain – a change of word, or punctuation, or line length, may simply sound better to 
you, or look better. 
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Two Questions 
 
1. When will your piece of writing stop being prose and become a poem? 
 

Because You Asked about the Line between Prose and Poetry 
 

Sparrows were feeding in a freezing drizzle 
That while you watched turned into pieces of snow 
Riding a gradient invisible 
From silver aslant to random, white, and slow. 
 
There came a moment that you couldn’t tell. 
And then they clearly flew instead of fell. 

 
Howard Nemerov 

 
 

 
2. How do you know when a poem is finished? 
 
When you don’t want to work on it any more, it’s finished. 
 

 
 

A Worked Example 
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We were near the end of a long drive on the rough road from the Ngorongoro Crater to Lake 
Manyara, in Tanzania, and were badly in need of a cold beer and a shower; so I didn’t write the 
poem until weeks after the event. Here’s an approximation of the process. 
 
Step One (Begin by writing down what happened.) 
 
‘We had stopped because of a noise under our pick-up. A front shock absorber had come loose at 
the top end and was trailing on the ground. This boy came to help but he didn’t know how. I 
can’t remember his name. He and his sister had shoes but no shoelaces. D. wanted to take him 
home with us. We fixed the shock absorber just in time to stop her trying to do that. He wouldn’t 
have survived being taken back to England.’ 
 
Step Two (Replace vague words with more precise ones.) 
 
‘We had stopped because of a noise racket under our pick-up. A front shock absorber had come 
loose dropped free at the top end and was trailing on the ground. This boy came to help but 
didn’t know how. I can’t remember his name. He and his sister had shoes but no shoelaces. D. 
wanted to take him home with us adopt him. We fixed reconnected the shock absorber just in 
time to stop her trying to do that. He wouldn’t have survived being taken back to England.’ 
 
○ ‘Racket’ is a more effective word because it recreates the sound (technical term: 

onomatopoeia). It also suggests how unwelcome the sound was in that remote place.  
○ ‘Dropped free’ suggests a more severe fault than ‘come loose’ and explains why there was 

such a loud noise; and there’s a rhyme, of course, with ‘stopped’. 
○ ‘Adopt’ has legal implications – D’s plan was wholly unrealistic; it’s much crisper than the 

phrase it replaced; and it’s a further rhyme. 
○ ‘Reconnected’ says more clearly what the job was, and it has a metallic ring to it, echoing 

‘racket’. (It too, as we shall see, attracts some worthwhile full rhymes.) 
 
Step Three (Remove unnecessary words and detail.) 
 
‘We had stopped because of a racket under our pick-up. A front shock absorber had dropped free 
at the top end and was trailing on the ground. This boy came to help but he didn’t know how. I 
can’t remember his name. He and his sister had shoes but no shoelaces. D. wanted to adopt him. 
We reconnected the shock absorber just in time to stop her trying to do that. He wouldn’t have 
survived being taken back to England.’ 
 
Step Four (Look for an emerging meaning.) 
 
D’s idea was absurd (and only half-serious, of course). This fine youngster would not have 
survived transplantation to middle-class, rural Hampshire, UK. It would have been far too much 
of a shock for him (and you can begin to see the connection my mind was making with the bit of 
our pick-up which had given us trouble): 
 
‘He wouldn’t have survived He wouldn't have absorbed the shock of that…’ 
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…not that D. wouldn’t have been anything other than a wonderful mother to him; and I added 
something to that effect and also to maintain my good relationship with my sister-in-law: 
 
‘ – no disrespect, of course, to her.’ It’s possible that ‘disrespect’ was suggested by ‘reconnect’. 
Sometimes the rhyme arrives in advance of the meaning; but the meaning worked. We’ll say 
more about that part of the process when we consider the use of a rhyming dictionary. 
 
Step Five (Break what you have written into lines so that you give prominence to the important 
words and phrases.) 
 

‘We had stopped  
Because of a racket under our pick-up. 
A shock absorber had dropped free. 
This boy came to help but didn’t know how.  
I can’t remember his name.  
D. wanted to adopt him.  
We reconnected the shock absorber just in time.  
He wouldn’t have absorbed the shock of that –   
No disrespect, 
Of course, 
To her.’ 

 
I didn’t put in any section breaks at this point – they came later. 
 
Step Six (Read through what you have written, listening for any natural rhythms.) 
 
I changed ‘pick-up’ to ‘truck’ (which maintains the rhythm and strengthens the end of the line). 
 
Breaking the final six words into three lines emphasised their rhythm. It’s often a good idea to 
end your poem with marked rhythms that give a sense of conclusion. I was able to increase the 
effect (and add a rhyme) in the finished version below. 
 
Steps Seven and Eight (Read through what you have written again, listening this time for any 
rhymes…Add in other words which repeat sounds…Leave it and return.)  
 
Several words suggested themselves, over the next few weeks, because of their connection in 
both sound and meaning to what was already there. You’ll be able to see (hear) them easily 
enough in what follows – the published poem. I decided to begin it with a slightly modified 
version of a line from its middle part, providing another kind of echo; and some mild alliteration 
crept quite naturally into that opening line. You can be the judge of how much music the poem 
gradually acquired during the revision process. (Once more, reading aloud may help.) 
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The Boy on the Ngorongoro Road 
 
I don't recall his name, now. 
We had stopped 
(Hearing a racket from under the truck)  
To secure a shock absorber that had dropped free of its bracket. 
He would have helped if he had known how, 
I am sure. 
 
I can't tell you his name 
But my sister-in-law elected to adopt him. 
We reconnected everything before she could effect the arrangements, 
And thereby wrecked her scheme. 
 
It's just as well: 
He wouldn't have absorbed the shock of that 
I aver 
(No disrespect 
Of course 
To her). 

 
                      from Images of Africa 
 

Yes, some of the rhymes do sound a bit contrived (particular the ‘reconnect’ group), but they’re 
part of the tongue-in-cheek tone of the whole poem and contribute to what I hope is its fun. 
Ogden Nash’s poems come even closer to being deliberately bad in that way: he jests at himself 
as the poet as well as at his subject: 

The Dog 

The truth I do not stretch or shove 
When I state that the dog is full of love.   
I've also found, by actual test,  
A wet dog is the lovingest.   

 
 

 
Other First Steps 

 
You may find when you look at a photograph with a poem in mind that a ‘poetic’ notion or 
perception comes to you straight away. Here are some ways in which that might happen. 
 
1. Connections. You may immediately see a link, or similarity, between the subject of your photo 
and something else entirely. If that happens, your mind has spontaneously created a simile, 
metaphor or symbol – or at least it will have done by the time you put it into words. (Those are 
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basically three levels of connection, with increasing intensity.) Such perceptions lie at the heart 
of poetry: your poem also is already under way, since the first step in writing any poem is seeing. 
 
A poem that begins with a simile (a simile generally uses the words ‘like’, ‘as’ or ‘as if’):  
 

The Woodlouse 
 

The woodlouse looks as if he were  
A mediæval knight,  
Who's found it wiser not to keep 
His armour very bright.  

 
                               Edith L. M. King (1871-1962) 

 
Here’s an example of a poem (from Images of Peru) in which the link is expressed in a metaphor 
(a comparison that does not use ‘like’ or ‘as’). The charcoal mound is a beehive: 
 

 
 
                                                                     Charcoal 
 

Great black hive of bees 
Ten feet tall 
With a thick buzz of smoke around it 
And a keeper stirring it to anger 
With his stick. 
 
How many years 
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Are swarming up over the trees 
Never to settle  
Again? 

 
Then we have symbol: the hippopotami in the photograph below stand, in my mind and in the 
poem, for something other than themselves. (It can be argued that a symbol is a publicly 
acknowledged metaphor; but there are such things as private symbols. If you think the hippos 
don’t qualify, what about the lobster who went into the pot? What might that symbolise?) 

 

 
 

Thoughts Rise 
 

Thoughts rise in the dark pool of my mind 
And jut through the slickness for a time with dull eyes; 
But their thick square feet are stuck in the slime  
And the suck takes them back below   
So I never quite see the full size of them, 
Never quite know how they’re shaped, 
And can only surmise what they would have been like 
If they had freed themselves of the mud 
Lumbered out onto dry land 
And shaken their bodies clear of the weed 
With which they were draped. 
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2. Reaction. You may immediately have a thought about the photograph or its subject – an idea 
(or feeling) you want to express, e.g. ‘How wrong that is!’ or ‘If only!’ Walking a jungle trail in 
the Amazon we came across a hollowed-out boat, a long way from the river.  
 

 
 
My immediate thought (‘How strange!’) became a poem, of which the following is the final 
section. 
 

What a strange place is this, 
Where the rivers grow grass, 
And the trees, 
Boats. 
 
 from Images of Peru 

 
3. Input. Your starting point may be something somebody else says or writes about a scene or an 
event (photographed or not).  
 

‘I never saw daffodils so beautiful. They grew among the mossy stones . . .; some rested 
their heads upon these stones, as on a pillow for weariness; and the rest tossed and reeled 
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and danced, and seemed as if they verily laughed with the wind, that blew upon them over 
the lake; they looked so gay, ever glancing, ever changing.’ 

 
Wordsworth didn’t write that, his sister Dorothy did (in her Journal, April 15, 1802). He 
acknowledged his source. 
 
4. Personification: You may see an inanimate object as something with an identity and character, 
as a ‘person’ capable of thought or feeling, a someone you can perhaps address: 

 
The Pool 

 
Are you alive?  
I touch you.  
You quiver like a sea-fish.  
I cover you with my net.  
What are you - banded one?  

 
H. D. (Hilda Doolittle, 1886-1961) 

 
When you humanise an object in this way, you are said to personify it; if you actually address it 
like H. D. you are apostrophizing it (just in case you’re interested in technical terms). 

 
5. Persona. You may go one step further, and become the thing or person you are writing about. 
Technically, you will have adopted a persona (another identity).  
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The Pillar 
 

Think of me as I was, 
Think of me when I was like the one you see behind 
Lacquered in red and gold. 
Think of me with my shaped foot  
Locked tight into joists 
And the roof’s load held  
By a strength that could not bend. 
 
A wooden pillar grows weak in the end 
And lost might must be replaced. 
So now I measure my length  
On the floor where I stood upright. 
I am neither lacquered nor locked 
But deposed, decked and dulled, 
No longer tall but felled. 
My roots lie exposed: 
I am an old tooth that has been pulled. 

        
       from Images of Vietnam 
 
6. Glimpse. You may briefly see something fascinating but fail to photograph it, for whatever 
reason. That doesn’t mean you can’t write a poem about it (The Catching Game in Images of 
Peru records such a failure ending in a poem). You may in fact be haunted by what you have 
seen until you do write about it. The poet Ezra Pound tells the following story.  

 
“Three years ago in Paris I got out of a metro train at La Concorde, and saw    
suddenly a beautiful face, and then another and another, and then a beautiful 
child's face, and then another beautiful woman, and I tried all that day to find 
words for what this had meant to me, and I could not find any words that seemed 
to me worthy, or as lovely as that sudden emotion.” 
 

Pound had retained a series of images in his mind, and was driven to work on them until he could 
distil in words the essence of the visual experience and the feelings that came with it. 
 

“And that evening, as I went home along the Rue Raynouard, I was still trying, 
and I found, suddenly, the expression. I do not mean that I found words, but there 
came an equation ... not in speech, but in little spotches of colour. It was just that - 
a ‘pattern’, or hardly a pattern, if by ‘pattern’ you mean something with a ‘repeat’ 
in it. But it was a word, the beginning, for me, of a language in colour… 
 
 “That is to say, my experience in Paris should have gone into paint ...”  
 

Could it have gone into a photograph? Probably not: he has in mind non-representational 
painting. Could it have begun with a photograph? Probably not, also. What drove his struggle 
was the fact that he had seen something only momentarily, and badly needed to make the 
memory, and the feeling that came with it, permanent. 
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The most interesting part of his account (for our purposes) follows. 

 
“The ‘one image poem’ is a form of super-position, that is to say it is one idea set 
on top of another…I wrote a thirty-line poem, and destroyed it because it was 
what we call work ‘of second intensity.’ Six months later I made a poem half that 
length; a year later I made the following hokku-like sentence: -  
 

‘The apparition of these faces in the crowd: 
  Petals, on a wet, black bough.’ 
 

Pound felt that he could convey the vividness of his experience only by reducing his poem’s 
length and then reducing it further so that the event became something like the click of a camera 
shutter: 
 

“…In a poem of this sort one is trying to record the precise instant when a thing 
outward and objective transforms itself, or darts into a thing inward and 
subjective.” 

 
Note also how long it took him to produce the final version, which follows: 

 
In a Station of the Metro 

 
The apparition         of these faces         in the crowd   :  
Petals     on a wet, black     bough  .  

 
Ezra Loomis Pound (1885-1972) 

 
He has worked towards, rather than begun with, a connection, and has produced a strong and 
simple secondary image, in itself like a photograph. 
 
If he had begun with a picture of petals on a bough could he have worked back to faces in a 
crowd? Try rewriting the poem, following that process. 
 
We talked earlier about how to give individual words and phrases additional weight by placing 
them at the beginning or the end of a line or on a line by themselves. Note how Pound has done 
it.  
  
7. Souvenirs: Your starting-point could be an object rather than a photograph – a memento 
you’ve brought back from your travels. (You could always, then, photograph it and write about 
it…as in The Biggest Gourd of All, in Images of Peru.) Look around your house. What have you 
got on the walls? On the shelves? 
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        Faces 
 
Two faces 
carved of wood 
dark forboding 
hard features 
tribal king and queen 
bought from a 
wizened old vendor 
in an alley 
in hong kong. 
Now you hang 
on my mantle; 
do you intensely watch 
the progression 
of my life? 
   
  Cecil Williams   
  www.cecilw.com 

 
○ What’s the principal difference between the first part of the poem and the second? 
 
○ In the first he talks to us and establishes the poem’s ‘object’ (the thing he’s writing about); in 

the second he addresses (and personifies, although that’s a small step) the carved heads 
themselves, and introduces the poem’s ‘subject’ – the idea that his life is being judged. 

 
8. Trickle. Words, phrases, ideas may just appear in your head and demand to be written down. 
Here’s a poem I wrote after another disturbed night in a hotel, this time in one of Portugal’s 
several Vila Reals. Running water can rob you of sleep as effectively as an earthquake. 
 

        Poetry 
 
The toilet cistern 
On the other side 
Of the thin wall 
At the head of our bed 
In the small hotel  
In Vila Real 
Won’t be hushed. 
It trickles on 
For goodness’ sake 
Filling, 
Long after the loo has been flushed, 
And keeps me awake. 
 
For much the same reason, 
My head needs fixing too. 
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9. Inspiration. You may be ‘inspired’ (breathed into, as if you are being given something) in a 
wholly different way – in a dream, for instance. That’s a startling experience if it happens. I 
woke up one morning in Tanzania (in April 1995) having just dreamt the final line of what I 
knew should be a poem: 
 

   ‘Cry Tragedy until Passion is dead’. 
 
A day or two later I watched, on the evening news, bodies being unceremoniously thrown into 
the ground in Burundi, and wrote The Six O'Clock Muse (in Images of Africa). I’m glad not to 
have a photograph of that; but it might not be too hard to get one. (That raises another question: 
Can you write the poem and then find or take the photograph? Yes, but you could be a long time 
a-looking.) 
 
On another occasion I awoke with the name ‘Gwalior’ loud in my mind. It’s a place in India (one 
I’d never heard of); but in my dream it was a mythical, heroic beast. I haven’t used it in a poem, 
yet… 
 
Whatever the stimulus for your writing, you may be able to take your poem through all the stages 
we have suggested. You may like the idea, however, of keeping what you write as short and 
simple as possible…so: 
 

 
 

Haiku 
 
Ezra Pound wrote about producing a ‘hokku-like sentence’. Hokku is the traditional form of 
haiku – a Japanese poetry-form that is very well suited to travel poetry. Why so? 
 
○ Because it encourages short and simple writing which we can jot down in a moment or two– 

on a bus or airplane or mountain path (and work on later – but without losing either the 
simplicity or the shortness. The original idea was that a haiku poem should be short enough 
to be read comfortably in a single breath): 

 
dry riverbed 
a butterfly's death stains the rock 
 

Sandra Fuhringer 
http://hometown.aol.ca/sfuhringer/page4.html 

 
○ Because it enables us to adopt a narrow and sharp focus on one detail or one event: 

 
a shaft of sun 
on the bicycle's yellow basket 

 
June Hopper Hymas  
http://www.hsa-haiku.org/haiku-einbond.htm 
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○ Because it allows us to make connections which seem simple but which, we want our 

audience to realise without being told, are not simple at all: 
 

refugees cross 
a withered field 

 
Peggy Willis Lyles 
http://www.hsa-haiku.org/haiku-einbond.htm 

 
You will need to ensure, of course, that your haiku does add something to the photograph, 
otherwise it will read as no more than a label. 
 
Haikus can have music, short thought they may be: 
 

Wild poppies sway 
by the old corral gate –  
A slow day. 
 

MaryJane Turner 
http://hokku0.tripod.com/spring.htm 
 

Haiku (or more particularly hokku) purists will say that haiku should not rhyme like that. They 
may also argue that haiku 
○ must have, and must only have, seventeen syllables 
○ must be set out in three lines 
○ must be fully punctuated 
○ must be grammatically correct 
○ must be about nature, or more precisely the seasons. 
 
If you decide to work within limits of that kind you will find your task more challenging, but 
perhaps more rewarding (as long as you feel you have succeeded). Here are some further 
examples, however, of what we might call ‘free haiku’. You will see in them how haiku, 
regulated or not, can act like a laser pointer, shining very precisely on things we want other 
people to see. 
 

late afternoon pigeons jostle for the sunny end of the ledge 
 
no         escaping this heat         deerfly 
 
Sunday afternoon gleam of an antique roadster gliding along main street 
 
daydreaming child          cloud in a puddle 
 
September the aspen leaves holding on to yellow 
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morning fog I put on my glasses to look out the window 
 
August sun humming the vine-dark grapes a sweeter blue 

 
                                                         http://hometown.aol.ca/sfuhringer/myhomepage/finearts.html 
 
As a simple exercise you could try breaking up into two or three separate lines those haiku from 
the list above that are not already spread out in phrases. (There are no ‘right’ answers.) 
 
It’s easy to belittle haiku as a poetic form, partly because it can be easy to write it: there are even 
haiku generators on the web which will throw together arbitrary words and phrases for you if 
that’s what you want. We have to presume it isn’t. 
 
More about Haiku: http://www.youngleaves.org/activities/links.htm 
 

 
 

Free Verse 
 
Having mentioned free haiku we should talk about free verse in general. That too has been 
scorned as not ‘real poetry’.  
 

   ‘Free verse is like free love; it is a contradiction in terms,’ 
 
wrote G. K. Chesterton (1874-1936).  If by ‘verse’ we mean a kind of writing which obeys strict 
rules of line length, rhythm and rhyme, then of course he’s right (about poetry; you can decide 
whether he’s right about love).  
 
A better quotation, however, is Robert Frost’s, 
 

 ‘Writing free verse is like playing tennis with the net down.’ 
 
Don’t be discouraged by what may seem to be disparaging comments like that, even if they come 
from a great writer. If you are content to produce something not very much beyond the 
straightforward and simple account of the photograph or incident you began with, your writing 
may still be worthwhile, even powerful. It doesn’t even have to carry the music we’ve talked so 
much about. It doesn’t ‘have’ to do anything, in fact: it’s free, remember?  
 
Here’s a piece of wholly free writing (although it is punctuated – that’s another of your choices, 
of which more later) with undoubted impact: 

 
A Pretty Woman 

 
We came to the edge  
of the mesa  
and looked below.  
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We could see  
the shallow wash  
snaking down  
from the cut  
between two mesas,  
all the way from Black Mountain;  
and the cottonwoods  
from that distance  
looked like a string of turquoise,  
 
and the land was a pretty woman  
smiling at us  
looking at her.  

 
Simon Joseph Ortiz (1941- ) 

 
○ Where does its impact lie? 
 
○ In its very simplicity; in the sense of perspective and space it conveys; and in the connection 

it makes between the line of turquoise trees (a necklace) and the landscape (a woman 
wearing it). 

 
You may well ask how, if a poem is wholly free, it can have a pattern of the kind we had in mind 
when we argued, ‘Music is sound arranged in patterns; so is poetry…’ Surely a pattern is 
something arranged, according to rules? 
 
It can be; but it doesn’t have to be. A scatter can have a pattern. Things thrown fall naturally, but 
not without form. Look at the reds in this painting (Children’s Games by Pieter Breughel the 
Elder, 1525-1569) and see how they help maintain the painting’s balance and give life to every 
part of it. There are no rules governing their placement; but if this were a modern painting it 
might be called ‘Music in Red’.  
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For an example closer to our topic, look at the positioning of the ‘o’ rhymes in Dirge in the 
Woods (page 26), when you get there. 

 
 

 
Not Free Verse 

 
Let’s look more carefully at Robert Frost’s comment. Creative acts, sport and the workings of an 
internal combustion engine are all powerful events because they take place under pressure and 
within limits – because they are contained (by artistic conventions; within the rules of the game; 
inside an engine block). The conventions, the rules, the engine block are all designed to control 
and direct energy; and they paradoxically make the activity or process more effective while 
making it in some ways harder. Frost’s famous poem ‘Stopping by Woods on a Snowy Evening’, 
also about a traveller halting momentarily to look at a scene, makes writing regulated verse seem 
easy, through its own easiness – of diction (choice of words) and rhythm. But it is one of the 
most satisfying poems in the English language, because of the rules Frost has imposed on 
himself, which give the poem its form. 

 
Stopping by Woods on a Snowy Evening 

 
Whose woods these are I think I know.  
His house is in the village though;  
He will not see me stopping here  
To watch his woods fill up with snow.  
 
My little horse must think it queer 
To stop without a farmhouse near  
Between the woods and frozen lake  
The darkest evening of the year.  
 
He gives his harness bells a shake  
To ask if there is some mistake.  
The only other sound's the sweep  
Of easy wind and downy flake.  
 
The woods are lovely, dark and deep.  
But I have promises to keep,  
And miles to go before I sleep,  
And miles to go before I sleep. 

 
Work out the rhyme scheme, if you know how. (Give the letters a, b, c etc. to each new sound 
made by the final syllable of the last word in each line; and give the same letter to any other final 
syllable that rhymes with it): 
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Whose woods these are I think I know.  a 
His house is in the village though;   a 
He will not see me stopping here   b 
To watch his woods fill up with snow. a  

 
My little horse must think it queer  b 

 
and so on. When you’ve done that, look at the overall pattern. It’s quite complex, isn’t it? That’s 
the main reason why the poem is so satisfying: it is a shaped thing, as if it has come from a 
potter’s wheel, so it has almost a tactile strength (you can feel its shape in its sound). It is also a 
finished thing (even though the journey itself is not) representing a completed experience, that of 
pausing in the midst of going. 
 
○ What two features of the poem’s last verse convey that sense of completeness? 
 
○ The change of rhyme-scheme. 
 
○ The total repetition in the final two lines. 
 
Beyond those two last lines, we know, the traveller will have nudged his horse and they will 
have moved on together. 
 
You must decide how ‘hard’ you want your poetry writing to be. You can if you wish choose a 
verse form with complex rules, and set yourself the task of saying what you want to say within 
those rules. Here’s a sonnet by William Ernest Henley (1849-1903) describing the kind of sad 
figure you’re bound to have come across in your journeying and may even have photographed – 
a man, perhaps blind like this one, trying to scrape a living (literally, here) by producing music of 
some sort on an instrument of some kind.  
 

Croquis 
 

The beach was crowded. Pausing now and then,  
He groped and fiddled doggedly along,  
His worn face glaring on the thoughtless throng  
The stony peevishness of sightless men.  
He seemed scarce older than his clothes. Again,  
Grotesquing thinly many an old sweet song,  
So cracked his fiddle, his hand so frail and wrong,  
You hardly could distinguish one in ten.  
He stopped at last, and sat him on the sand,  
And, grasping wearily his bread-winner,  
Staring dim towards the blue immensity,  
Then leaned his head upon his poor old hand.  
He may have slept: he did not speak nor stir:  
His gesture spoke a vast despondency.  
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This is an Italian (or Petrarchan) sonnet. Some of the technicalities of its form (structure) are as 
follows. 
 
○ There are fourteen lines (as there ‘must’ be in a sonnet). 
○ There are five stressed syllables in each line, separated in most cases by only one unstressed 

syllable: ‘The beach was crowded. Pausing now and then’. An unstressed syllable followed 
by a stressed one is called, in versification, an iamb or iambic foot – one ‘measure’ of sound. 
(More than one unstressed syllable can be included: it’s the single stressed one which 
counts.) Because there are usually five iambic feet in each line of a sonnet, the line is called 
an iambic pentameter (‘five measures of iambs’). 

○ The first eight lines (the octave) are divided into two groups of four lines (quatrains).  
○ Each quatrain has the following rhyme scheme: abba –  

The beach was crowded. Pausing now and then,  a 
He groped and fiddled doggedly along,   b 
His worn face glaring on the thoughtless throng  b 
The stony peevishness of sightless men.   a 

○ The final six lines are known as the sestet. They have a different rhyme pattern. Can you 
work it out?  

○ cdecde. (You may have had some slight difficulty in that little exercise because not all the 
rhymes are pure.) 

○ There’s a shift in mood, in both the poem and its central character, at the end of line eight. 
What are the two shifts?  

 
○ (In the fiddler): He stops and sits down, and his angry perseverance is replaced by despair. 
 
○ (In the poem): Some suspicion and aversion in the poet give way to sympathy.  
 
The technical term for such a shift (often the introduction of a new idea or a contrast) between 
the octave and sestet of a sonnet is called the volta (‘turn’). 
 
There are several different sonnet forms, each with its own rules; and some poets have chosen to 
modify the rules even within a particular form, to meet the needs of the moment. Here’s a 
famous ‘travel sonnet’ by Percy Bysshe Shelley (1792-1822). Have you photographed a statue, 
ever, and had ‘thoughts’ about it?  
 

Ozymandias 
 

I met a traveller from an antique land,  
Who said – Two vast and trunkless legs of stone  
Stand in the desert ... near them, on the sand,  
Half sunk a shattered visage lies, whose frown,  
And wrinkled lips, and sneer of cold command,  
Tell that its sculptor well those passions read  
Which yet survive (stamped on these lifeless things),  
The hand that mocked them, and the heart that fed;  
And on the pedestal these words appear:  
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‘My name is Ozymandias, King of Kings,  
Look on my works, ye Mighty, and despair!’ 
Nothing beside remains. Round the decay  
Of that colossal Wreck, boundless and bare  
The lone and level sands stretch far away. –  

 
○ If you’d like the practice, work out the rhyme-scheme. You’ll find it’s not altogether regular. 

Would you call that a failure on Shelley’s part? 
○ Where exactly to you think the ‘volta’ falls? 
○ (Just to check that you haven’t forgotten how important content is): What is the ironical point 

of the poem? 
 
More about sonnets: http://www.sonnets.org. There are many, many other verse forms you could 
adopt; or you can devise your own. 
 
A formally structured poem may take a long time to write and will need to go through much 
revision and polishing. Wordsworth, somewhere, wrote, ‘If poetry come not as easily as the 
leaves upon the tree, it were better that it did not come at all’ (or words to that effect). I don’t 
think he was right. What is important is that in the end poetry should look and sound as if it just 
grew. 
 
If, writing within a set of complex rules, you finally produce something anywhere near flawless, 
you should be quite proud. 
 

 
 

Something Between Free and Not Free 
 
You can of course compromise. You could work up a poem which has a strict rhyme scheme but 
unregulated rhythm and line length; or the other way round. 
 
A rhyme scheme need not be altogether strict, however, as we’ve noted. Here’s a poem by 
George Meredith (1828-1909) in which the last word of every line rhymes with the last word of 
at least one other line, but according to no particular pattern. There’s a strong rhythm running 
through the poem, but the irregular line length allows a terse, dramatic beginning and a sonorous, 
somber conclusion. 

 
     Dirge in Woods 

 
A wind sways the pines,  
And below  
Not a breath of wild air;  
Still as the mosses that glow  
On the flooring and over the lines  
Of the roots here and there.  
The pine-tree drops its dead;  
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They are quiet, as under the sea.  
Overhead, overhead  
Rushes life in a race,  
As the clouds the clouds chase;  
And we go,  
And we drop like the fruits of the tree,  
Even we,  
Even so.  

 
 

 
Choosing Between Free and Not Free 

 
A general conclusion (we’ve said as much already): free poetry can be as powerful as strict 
verse, and can suit your purposes just as well or even better. Strict verse can be more satisfying, 
but in a different way – artistically or aesthetically, as the shapely product of a controlled 
creative act. 
 
You will find writing free poetry much easier. Start with that. Verse may follow. 
 

 
 

Poetcards 
 
If your choice among all of that is to write briefly (whether or not within certain rules) you could 
set out to produce something akin to a postcard: a print or printout of your photograph, with your 
poem on the reverse side. If your ‘poetcards’ are on good photo card, you could mail them (leave 
room for an address)…even if that means running the risk of having friends and family decide 
you’ve gone a bit strange. Of course you have. 
 

 
 

Lay-out 
 
If you have chosen a particular verse-form, the lay-out of your poem will already be determined 
(although you may still have some choices). 
 
Otherwise, you may set your poem out on the page in any way you want. Any layout that will  
○ increase your poem’s impact (visual impact, that is: a poem is a seen thing as well as a heard 

one) 
○ make it easier to follow, or understand 
○ give emphasis to its important parts 
○ add to its musicality 
can only be good. 
 
Think about the effectiveness of the way this next poem is set out: 
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It Was the Third Day, July 12, 1971 

 
              Hitchhiking on the way to Colorado,  
              I heard your voice, "Look, Dad..."  
                                 A hawk  
              sweeping its wings  
                                         clear  
 
              through the whole sky  
 
                                         the blue  
                                         the slow wind  
              fresh with the smell of summer alfalfa  

  at the foot of the Jemez Mountains.  
 
            (You see, the gods come during the summer  
            for four days amongst the people,  
            bring gifts, bring hope and life,  
            you can see them, I mean.)  
 
            Waiting for my next ride,  
            I sang,  
                      Look, the plants with bells.  
                      Look, the stones with voices.  

 
                           Simon Joseph Ortiz (1941- ) 

 
You may have noticed how 
 
○ the phrase ‘A hawk’ hangs free, is given space, like the thing itself 
 
○ the positioning of ‘clear’ matches its meaning 
 
○ the line ‘through the whole sky’ visually depicts movement through empty air. 
 
Making the shape of a poem on the page reflect its meaning is nothing new, didn’t come into 
fashion with word processing. Here’s a poem by George Herbert (1593-1633): 
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 Easter Wings 
 

LORD, who createdst man in wealth and store,  
    Though foolishly he lost the same,  

        Decaying more and more,  
            Till  he  became  
                Most poor :  

 
                With  thee  

            O  let  me  rise  
        As larks, harmoniously,  

    And sing this day thy victories :  
Then  shall  the  fall  further  the  flight  in  me.  

 
This isn’t just a matter of the shape seen, however: the shape heard is just as important, with the 
gradual shortening and then lengthening of the spoken lines carrying us through the process of 
dwindling then enlargement and liberation Herbert is writing about. 
 
Note, in passing, the poem’s unusual rhyme scheme, and the separate music of its final line. 
 

 
 

How to Justify? 
 
(Don’t misunderstand – we’re still talking about lay-out.) 
 
Should you centre-justify? Only if you have a sound reason. It’s too easy to do it, and too easy to 
think it ‘looks good’. Here’s the opening verse of another poem that is centre-justified: 

 
Comet Coach and Comrades (U.S.S.R 1986)  

     
Our rainbow coloured coach bounces 
down the skinny strip of broken tar 

that pretends to be the highway 
from Leningrad to Moscow via Novgorod.  

 
Here’s the same verse left-justified: 
 

Our rainbow coloured coach bounces 
down the skinny strip of broken tar 
that pretends to be the highway 
from Leningrad to Moscow via Novgorod.  

 
You may think that it gains nothing from being centred. Look, however, at this verse from later 
in the same poem: 
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Every village and town has a monument 
to those who died in the Great Patriotic War 1941-1945,  

all twenty million or so. 
I realise now, why they cannot forget.  

○ What is the effect of the centre-justification? 
 
○ The second line reads, and looks, like a dedication; the whole verse has the shape of an 

inscription on a memorial plaque; and the third and fourth lines therefore take on an ironic 
ring.  

 
The poem is by David Cameron, http://www.geocities.com/Athens/Acropolis/9968/poetry2.html. 

 

Paragraph, Stanza, Verse, Section? 
 

No, not paragraph: that’s for prose. Stanza is really for the separate parts (identical in form) of a 
strictly regulated poem. Verse (as in ‘a verse’ rather than the general term ‘verse’ meaning 
‘poetry’) is a more inclusive term and can be used in relation to both regulated and non-regulated 
poetry. If the breaks between parts are well-spaced and many lines are grouped together, then 
‘section’ may be a better term to use for each grouping. 
 
Just how you break your poem up (if you do that at all) should depend on how your subject-
matter holds together or progresses. The rule of thumb for segmenting a poem is much the same 
as that for structuring a piece of prose: when you begin a new idea or topic or sub-topic, or 
something new happens, begin a new stanza or verse or section.  
 
There are many good reasons for breaking the rule, and a run-on verse in poetry (where a 
sentence and the meaning it carries continues from one part of the poem into the next) can be just 
as acceptable, and effective, as a run-on line. 
 

 
 

Line Length 
 
We’ve said quite a bit about that already. Within a strict verse scheme, you will probably want to 
get to the end of your line before the rhythm becomes tedious, or your reader loses the sound of 
the words with which later words will rhyme. Here’s the first verse of a poem with some quite 
long lines (six and seven iambic feet); and you’ll notice that two of the other lines are shorter, 
which allows the poem variety within its regulated structure: 
 

Homeward Bound 
 

It's goodbye now to Africa, but kiss your hand again  
To the upland trek and the old trade road and kop and kloof and plain;  
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There's another trek instead for us,  
And a long strange road ahead for us,  
But never the old home outspan, however the team may strain.  

 
Perceval Gibbon (1879-1926) 

 
○ Do you notice any other difference between lines 3 and 4 and the other lines? 
 
○ The final stressed syllable falls before the end of each of those two lines (on ‘ead’ in each 

case), so the music of the lines changes. 
 
Ogden Nash, of course, often extends his line length to the point of absurdity – quite deliberately 
making his readers wait and wait some more before giving them the satisfaction of a rhyme: 
 

I find it very difficult to enthuse  
Over the current news.  
Just when you think that at least the outlook is so black that it can grow no blacker, it worsens,  
And that is why I do not like the news, because there has never been an era when so many things were going so right for so many of the wrong persons.  

 
(We’ve reduced the font size so that you can see the lines in their full glory.) 
 
Variation in line length can be very effective in unrhymed verse also. These are the opening lines 
of D H Lawrence’s Snake, set in Sicily: 
 

A snake came to my water-trough  
On a hot, hot day, and I in pyjamas for the heat,  
To drink there.  
 
In the deep, strange-scented shade of the great dark carob-tree  
I came down the steps with my pitcher  
And must wait, must stand and wait, for there he was at the trough before me.  

 
○ What difference in subject-matter do you notice between the long and short lines? 
 
○ The shorter lines record what happened (the action of the poem) and the longer lines where it 

happened (its setting). 
 
○ What musical effects do you notice? 
 
○ Repetition of words; assonance; strong but varied rhythms. 
 
Read the extract aloud, and note how richly it rings.  
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Punctuation 
 
Here’s a poem with practically none. Why do you think the poet has written it like this? 
 

                   Sun Rhapsody 
 
The Sun! The Sun!  
a fish in the aquarium of sky  
or golden net to snare the butterfly  
of soul  
or else the hole  
through which stars have disappeared  
it is a forest without trees  
it is a lion in a cage of breeze  
it is the roundness of her knees  
great Hercules  
and all the seas  
and our soliloquies  
winter-cold anchorite  
summer-hot sybarite  
to-day a lady wrapped in clouds  
to-morrow hunted by the angry clouds  
it is a monster that our thoughts have speared  
the Queen we chanticleered  
a mother's womb –  
a child's balloon –   
red burning tomb  
 
 Harry Crosby (1898-1929) 

     http://www.firstscience.com/SITE/poems/crosby.asp 
 
○ The thoughts, images, connections have tumbled out onto the page from the poet’s 

imagination, and he has left them there very much as they fell, with little ‘tidying-up’. The 
poem on the page is itself a picture - of a process. 

 
○ It’s not a process wholly without pause, however. What takes the place of the commas and 

full-stops? 
 
○ The line-breaks. A line break is in itself a form of punctuation, ranking somewhat below a 

comma in the amount of ‘pause’ it dictates.  
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Diction (Choice of Words) 
 

The only thing we’ve suggested so far is that you should use precise words rather than vague 
ones. Here are some other suggestions (not rules – there are unquestionably good reasons for 
ignoring them, in much that is written). 
 
○ Don’t use a long word where a short one will do. 
○ Use concrete rather than abstract words. 
○ Use words which suggest pictures (images). 
○ Use words which stimulate our senses. 
○ Be very sensitive to word associations (what we connect with particular words and phrases, 

the colour and extra meaning they’ve taken on from the contexts we’ve seen them in). 
○ Bend words to your needs, even if that means distorting their grammatical function (use 

nouns as verbs, for instance – Shakespeare did it often, as in ‘loop’d and window’d 
raggedness’, a phrase King Lear uses to describe the poverty of his subjects. ‘Grotesquing’ is 
an example from Croquis on page 24 above.) 

○ Make up words if you must; but ensure that they will be understood (you’ll find ‘disattiring’ 
in the first poem in More Poems, with Questions and Comments on page 41 below, but 
you probably won’t find it in a dictionary). 

 
 

 
Using a Rhyming Dictionary 

 
That’s not cheating. A rhyming dictionary is only a tool to help you find a word which fits the 
pattern you are creating. You already know much of what you want to say, and all the dictionary 
is doing is helping you say it in words which add to the poem’s music. 
 
The main danger is that you will select a word because its sound matches even though its 
meaning doesn’t, quite. The rhyme will then sound forced, as if the word has been dragged in by 
the scruff of its neck.  
 
A poem should never be driven by its rhymes. That being said…when you are using the 
dictionary you will inevitably come across rhyming words very far in meaning from what you 
had in mind, and which at first sight have little to do with the idea you are seeking to express. 
Should you ignore them? 
 
No. Give them a chance. They may lead you in new directions. You could end up with a poem 
very different from the one you thought you intended; but in writing poetry we cannot fully 
know what we wish to say until we’ve said it. A poem, after all, is a poem is a poem is a poem; 
and the medium is the message. 
 
That may make poetry seem a rather chancy art form, as if poems write themselves. In a sense 
they do (and you may find yourself copying them down on restaurant napkins); but you control 
the whole process by the choices you make among the thoughts and words that offer themselves 
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to you, or that are offered to you by things you have read, what people have said to you, 
photographs you have taken – and by lists in a rhyming dictionary…. 
 

 
 

Using a Thesaurus 
 
…or in a thesaurus. Much of the above applies. A thesaurus is also a dangerous book, because it 
can tempt you to use words from near the edges of your own working vocabulary. Employ a 
word you’ve found in a thesaurus only if you’re wholly sure that you will be using it correctly, 
and that all the thesaurus has done is remind you of its existence.  
 
If a word you’ve picked out from a list takes you off in new directions in your poem, that’s fine; 
and if you do find yourself at the end of it all with a poem very unlike the one you set out to 
write – well, you can always go back and finish the ‘first’ poem. You will then have two separate 
poems based on the same photograph, or the same experience. Why not? 
 

 
 

Poetic Correctness 
 
So don’t be swayed by purists who argue that poetry should come only out of your head, without 
the help of mechanical things like rhyming dictionaries. Sculptors use a selection of tools, 
painters palettes. The secret, we repeat, lies in the choice. 
 

 
 

The Magic of Names 
 
You’ll remember the following lines from a poem by Samuel Taylor Coleridge – anyone who’s 
ever heard them will, just because of the exotic names: 

 
‘In Xanadu did Kubla Khan 
A stately pleasure-dome decree.’ 

 
(Coleridge’s journey to Xanadu was made in an opium trance – another source of inspiration.)  
 
The place-names from your journeys may be a rich source of music for you. Here’s another well-
known poem which makes use of the magic (and magical sound) of names: 
 

     Romance 
 

When I was but thirteen or so 
I went into a golden land, 
Chimborazo, Cotopaxi 
Took me by the hand. 
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My father died, my brother too, 
They passed like fleeting dreams, 
I stood where Popocatapetl 
In the sunlight gleams. 
 
I dimly heard the master's voice 
And boys far-off at play, --- 
Chimborazo, Cotopaxi 
Had stolen me away. 
 
I walked in a great golden dream 
To and fro from school --- 
Shining Popocatapetl 
The dusty streets did rule. 
 
I walked home with a gold dark boy 
And never a word I'd say, 
Chimborazo, Cotopaxi 
Had taken my speech away. 
 
I gazed entranced upon his face 
Fairer than any flower –  
O shining Popocatapetl 
It was thy magic hour: 
 
The houses, people, traffic seemed 
Thin fading dreams by day; 
Chimborazo, Cotopaxi, 
They had stolen my soul away! 
 
                                      W. J. Turner (1884 – 1947) 

 
And here’s a comment on the poem, and the places themselves, from an unlucky modern 
traveller: 
 

‘I've wandered in the shadow of all three of these volcanoes wishing I could 
remember that poem ... Before Eastern Airlines failed, one of their flights out of 
Lima flew took me over the craters of both Chimborazo and Cotapaxi, clearing 
them by only 7000 feet – a stunning sight and the only decent thing I can 
remember about this awful airline.  My camera jammed-up wouldn't ya know it?’  

 
  Andrew Forester, http://www.cs.rice.edu/~ssiyer/minstrels/poems/238.html 
 
You’ll sympathise with him; but he could always have written a poem instead. 
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As an exercise, go into the index of a world atlas and put together a ‘poem’ (piece of verse – it 
doesn’t need to say anything) using only names from the list of places. Try to make it conform to 
patterns of rhyme and rhythm, if you’re interested in writing that kind of poetry.  

 
from Rivers of Canada 

 
O all the mighty rivers beneath the Polar Star,  
They call me and call me to follow them afar.  
 
Peace and Athabasca and Coppermine and Slave,  
And Yukon and Mackenzie – the highroads of the brave.  
 
Saskatchewan, Assiniboine, the Bow and the Qu'Appelle,  
And many a prairie river whose name is like a spell….  
 

      Bliss Carman (1861-1929) 
 

 
 

Alliteration 
 
We mentioned it earlier (as the repetition of letters, usually initial letters). It can enter a poem by 
accident; or you can introduce it as a deliberate effect (but if you do it will probably look 
deliberate). Either way it can add to the poem’s music. Here’s part of the Prologue to William 
Langland’s Piers Plowman, which tells of a journey of sorts. If the language appears very 
strange, that’s because the poem was written more than seven hundred years ago. To get its full 
effect you should read it aloud.  
 

In a somer sesun, whon softe was the sonne,  
I schop me into a shroud, as I a scheep were;  
In habite as an hermite unholy of werkes  
Wente I wyde in this world wondres to here;  
Bote in a Mayes morwnynge on Malverne hulles  
Me bifel a ferly, of fairie, me-thoughte.  

 
If you don’t fully understand it, does that matter very much? Not if your primary intent is to 
make music with words, almost regardless of their meaning. Your ‘place-names poem’ did just 
that. Alliterative poetry, however, was very much a convention of the time, expected and 
accepted by its audience. You might have more difficulty in writing a poem anywhere near as 
strongly alliterative without largely distracting your reader from the poem’s subject.  
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Your Old Photographs 
 
We could write a lot about why we take photographs of places we’ve visited and things we’ve 
seen there, just as we could write a lot about why we travel in the first place. One of the end 
products, though, is usually much the same for all of us: we have albums/wallets/files/computer 
folders/drawers/boxes or if we’re terribly messy stacks of photographs from past journeys and 
holidays. How often we browse through them will vary a great deal – from person to person, 
from year to year. Perhaps we never look at them. Most of us, however, plan to ‘sort them out’ 
one day.  
 
Sorting out, however, could mean much more than just moving them – from wallets to albums, 
for instance – labelling them, throwing away the really bad ones, framing the best. We could also 
sort out the memories that go with them – relive them, explore them…write about them…give 
them more than a label. 
 
So don’t think that in promoting the writing of poetry about your travels we are suggesting the 
activity only as something you will do only as you travel now and in the future. Your travels in 
the past, your thoughts and feelings as you travelled, and your thoughts and feelings now about 
what you did and saw then – they all go to make up who you are. They are valuable for that 
reason alone, and deserve to be recorded. We’re arguing that one of the best ways to record them 
is in poetry, as simple or as complicated as you wish. 
 
Find time, then…find time to go back and look once more in your albums and boxes and 
drawers. You’ll see things in the photographs that you’ve entirely forgotten, or never noticed in 
the first place. You’ll remember people, places, things said, things done, things thought. And 
you’ll think and feel new things, things worthy of poetry. Wordsworth described poetry as 
‘emotion recollected in tranquility’. Use the tranquility of your present (if you’re lucky enough 
to have any) to explore your past. 

 
 

 
Can You Use Other People’s Photos? 

 
Why not? (But acknowledge their source.) If you ever get the chance, read Ted Hughes’ Remains 
of Elmet, a collection of fine poems accompanied by Fay Godwin’s almost as fine photographs. 
 

 
 

Political Correctness 
 
It has been argued that we shouldn’t write travel poetry: that it’s an intrusion into the privacy of 
those who live in the countries we visit; that it encourages us to write about poetically unworthy 
subjects just because they’re in unusual locations; that it’s a bit like buying (cheap) souvenirs. 
Travel poets themselves sometimes express that kind of disquiet: 
 

‘Is it right to be watching strangers in a play / in this strangest of theatres?’ (Elizabeth Bishop)                         
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If, however, you write with respect (just as you should travel with respect) then you need have 
no such concerns.  
 
That doesn’t mean to say you can’t poke a bit of fun, or even write critically or satirically. One 
of your initial reactions (as mentioned earlier) to things you see may well be, ‘How wrong that 
is!’ Or it may be a bit more complex: ‘That looks wrong, but is it, terribly?’ 
 

                      Bull Fight 
 
I suppose I ought to disapprove, 
Condemn the baiting of these baffled beasts, 
Or be sickened at least by the crowd’s thirst  
(In the cooling sun of the late day) 
For a heated mix of gore and glory; 
And yes, I am on the bull’s side, 
First and foremost, 
Humped and surly though he is; 
And I want the burly picador who’s fixed the odds 
To be unseated, 
Spilling into the dust for all his tricks,  
Tight satined rump over tricorned hat, 
And have his glitter dulled by the thump of it. 
 
But, I must confess, 
This is less a story of death in the afternoon 
(Once we’re quite sure there’ll be no killing), 
Than of fun in the early part of the night. 
No real harm will be done; 
And the bull will go back to the farm. 

 
      from Images of Portugal 
 

 
 

Why the First Example Was Good 
 
It’s on page 5, and it’s good because: 
○ The photograph is of something everyday but with strong local colour. 
○ The poem draws our attention to a detail in the photo we might not otherwise notice. 
○ It’s laid out in short, dramatic phrases. 
○ There’s music in its alliteration. 
○ The reader is addressed as ‘you’ and thereby drawn into the writing. 
○ It becomes gradually apparent, however, that the ‘you’, as a traveller, could be involved in 

the poem beyond that. You too need to find a way to ‘slip silently’ into the wide world and 
follow one of the ‘many pathways, /corridors to destinations undreamed’. So a connection 
has been made. (You’re even advised as to how you should travel…‘on paws of silk’ – with 
delicacy, and with respect as we termed it earlier.) 
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The poet has not worked quite as much as we suggested is possible to strengthen the poem’s 
sound: its music is quiet. How might she have brought it out more fully, if she had wanted to? 
(That’s a final exercise for you in this section of the Tutorial.) 

 
 

 
Is There Room for Bad Poetry? 

 
Of course there is. Arnold Bennett (famous novelist) said that a hundred bad novels needed to be 
written to make one good one possible. The same may be true of poems; but that’s not a good 
enough reason in itself to write poetry – so that ‘real’ poets can stand tall on a heap of pulped 
writing, yours among it.  
 
You may produce poor poetry by internationally recognised standards but it may be very good 
poetry for you, and better than the poetry you wrote last year, and better than the alternative, a 
blank page – it is better to write badly than to see, and feel, and stay silent. 
 
Poetry writing should not be the exclusive province of those who are good at it – any more than 
taking photographs should be, or playing tennis. (Whether you should publish your poetry is 
another matter altogether: we need to think carefully before we ask other people to listen to us.) 

 
 

 
What’s the Biggest Secret? 

 
Keep yourself out of the way. Don’t write about you until you’ve written successfully about what 
you’ve seen, and perhaps not even then.  

 
 

 
The Best Test (before you go public) 

 
Read your poetry aloud to yourself, or into a tape recorder. 
 

 
 

A More Intensive Course 
 
If at some point you wish to undertake a more extensive study of poetry (and prose) and you 
have found the style and format of this Tutorial useful, you may like to examine ‘Writing Unseen 
Commentaries: A Student Help Book’, available at http://www.litworks.com. It’s a complete 
course in how to analyse, and write about, short pieces of writing. It could help lay a firm 
foundation for the further development of your own craft. 
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Final Advice 
 
Read more poetry. 
 

 
 

Poetry Websites 
 
There are many excellent poetry websites. There are also some poor ones; but they have as much 
right to exist as bad poetry. They too are part of our reaching out. 
 
Here’s a list of particularly good (i.e. rich) sites. 
 

http://eir.library.utoronto.ca/rpo/display/indexlastline.html 
http://www.americanpoems.com 
http://www.theotherpages.org/poems  
http://www.poetry-archive.com 
http://www.findpoetry.com 
http://www.poetry.com 
http://www.everypoet.com 
http://www.daypoems.net 
http://www.dotlit.com 

 
Please suggest more – but look out for poetry scams (sites that ask you for money without 
guaranteeing much in return). 
 
If you want to go further afield, be guided by Tom Kindberg’s excellent article at Magma Poetry 
(http://www.magmapoetry.com/contents.php?issue=19) – and that’s a very good website in its 
own right. 
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More Poems, with Questions and Comments 
 
Most of the poems that follow are to do with travel, or the kind of things you notice when you 
are travelling. We’ve had something to say about the ideas in them as well as about their form – 
particularly when the ideas relate to being out and about in the world. This section should give 
you pleasure – there are some fine poems here – but also encourage you further to become a 
thinker about your craft. 
 
We’d be very pleased to consider your suggestions for inclusion – your own work or others’. 
 

Winter Trees 
 

All the complicated details  
of the attiring and  
the disattiring are completed!  
A liquid moon  
moves gently among  
the long branches.  
Thus having prepared their buds  
against a sure winter  
the wise trees  
stand sleeping in the cold.  

 
      William Carlos Williams (1883-1963) 
 
○ What effect does the diction (choice of words) in the first three lines produce? 
 
○ The awkwardness of the words and phrases – particularly that of the unusual ‘disattiring’ – 

suggests the difficulty of the process whereby trees put out and then lose their leaves. 
(Compare the simplicity of the next three lines, which conveys a sense of peace following the 
hard work.) 

 
○ What does the exclamation mark add to that?  
 
○ A feeling of wonder. Don’t overuse exclamations, however! 
 
○ How does the poet indicate his certainty – that he knows what he’s writing about, that he is 

intimate with his subject?  
 
○ He indicates that ‘all’ the details have been taken care of; in ‘thus’ he verbally gestures 

towards the trees, as if this is a demonstration of something he is expert in; he, like the trees, 
is ‘sure’ that winter will come; and in ‘wise’ he passes a judgement. 

 
○ What is the effect of the personification in the last two lines? 
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○ It reveals the relationship the poet has with his subject – he expresses his admiration for the 
trees, as beings who understand full well what is needful for survival. 

 
 

        Tourist Notes 

                (1) 

They look like California boys 

       skateboards tuned 

   casual 

   windblown 

   intent 

         working 

            the 

               slope 

   green shorts 

   glossy 

riding the shadow of Eiffel's tower. 

       

        Kathleen Irace (1978) 
        http://irace.net/kathi/000080.html 
        
○ The shape of the verse reflects…? 
 
○ The curving movement of the skateboards. 
 
○ ‘Tuned’ suggests…? 
 
○ That the skateboards are like fine musical instruments. 
 
○ There is a paradox (apparent contradiction) among which words? 
 
○ ‘casual, windblown’ on the one hand and ‘intent’ on the other. 
 
○ What does that suggest about the boys? 
 
○ They are working very hard at making their skateboarding look easy. 
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                          from Song of the Open Road 
 
Afoot and lighthearted I take to the open road,  
Healthy, free, the world before me,  
The long brown path before me, leading wherever I choose. 
...........................................  
From this hour, freedom!  
From this hour I ordain myself loos'd of limits and imaginary lines,  
Going where I list, my own master, total and absolute,  
Listening to others, and considering well what they say,  
Pausing, searching, receiving, contemplating,  
Gently, but with undeniable will, divesting myself of the hold that would hold me.  
 

     Walt Whitman  
 
○ Highlight (or underline) the repetitions. 
 
○ Can you find any rhymes? 
 
○ There’s only one – ‘free…me’. 
 
○ You’ll have spotted the alliterative use of the letter ‘l’. Is there any other alliterated sound? 
 
○  ‘st’ and ‘ts’. 
 
○ What is the effect of the many ‘ing’ words in the final four lines? 
 
○ They express the poet’s intention to embark on a long quest, perhaps an unending one. 

Grammatically they are present participles, dealing with ongoing action. 
 
○ What do you think Whitman has in mind in his phrase ‘the hold that would hold me’? 
 
○ Clue: We all have one, of one kind or another. 
 

 
 
Here are two short pieces of poetry for comparison. What differences do you notice between 
them? 
 

The wildebeest frisked with the gale 
On the crags of a hunchback mountain, 
With his heels in the clouds, he flirted his tail 
Like the jet of a silvery fountain. 

from ‘The Flaming Terrapin’ by Roy Campbell 
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Blue wildebeest look cross. 

They hump a bag of rocks 
Within their thick shoulders. 

They shake uncombed fringes… 
 
     Douglas Livingstone 
     http://www.e-gnu.com/%2Ffacts%5F001%2Ehtml 

 
○ The first is left-justified, the second right-justified. Is that lay-out significant, in either case? 
 
○ No, in the first. In the second you might argue that the untidiness of the lay-out matches the 

wildebeest’s unkempt appearance. 
 
○ The first is regulated, the second isn’t. Justify either poet’s choice, or both. 
 
○ The first is more stylised – and its wildebeest is more stylish in its behaviour. The second is 

lumpier – listen to the curt rhythms – and so is that wildebeest in its demeanour. 
 
○ The first is about a single animal, the second about all wildebeest. Does that make any 

difference? 
 
○ The first raises a question – ‘Why did that wildebeest behave like that?’ – and thus has a 

stronger narrative emphasis. The second makes general statements, and that’s appropriate to 
wildebeest, which are very general animals – they look identical and there are usually masses 
of them. 

 
○ The first uses the past tense, the second the present. What effect does either tense have? 
 
○ The past tense is appropriate to the narrative element in the first piece; the present tense 

matches the generalisations of the second – this is a poet making a statement about how 
things are...and he is an expert observer (as poets should be). 

 
○ What connections has Roy Campbell noted?  
 
○ Between the wildebeest’s wild movement and the strong wind; between its playfulness and 

the flirting of a girl tossing her hair at a man; between its tail and a jet of water (wildebeest 
tails are silvery grey); between the crags, perhaps, and the animal’s cragginess (compare the 
‘bag of rocks’ the second wildebeest carries within its shoulders). 

 
 

 
Since we’re in Africa, let’s stay there a little longer and look at a poem that demonstrates the 
effectiveness of a change in line length. It’s very similar in that respect, and also in its theme, to 
Perceval Gibbons’ Homeward Bound, from which we quoted a verse on page 30 above. What’s 
the effect, here, of the line change? 
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The Song of an Exile 

 
I have seen the Cliffs of Dover  
   And the White Horse on the Hill;  
I have walked the lanes, a rover;  
   I have dreamed beside the rill:  
I have known the fields awaking  
   To the gentle touch of Spring;  
The joy of morning breaking,  
    And the peace your twilights bring.  
But I long for a sight of the pines, and the blue shadows under;  
For the sweet-smelling gums, and the throbbing of African air;  
For the sun and the sand, and the sound of the surf’s ceaseless thunder,  
The height, and the breadth and the depth, and the nakedness there!  
 
I have visited your cities  
   Where the unregenerate dwell;  
I have trilled the ploughman’s ditties  
   To the mill-wheel and the well.  
I have heard the poised lark’s singing  
   To the blue of summer skies;  
The whirr of pheasants winging,  
   And the crash when grouse arise.  
But I sigh for the heat of the veldt, and the cool-flowing river;  
For the crack of the trek-whip, the shimmer of dust-laden noon;  
For the day sudden dying; the croak of the frogs, and the shiver  
Of tropical night, and the stars, and the low hanging moon.  
 
I have listen’d in the gloaming  
   To your poets’ tales of old;  
I know, when I am roaming  
   That I walk on hallowed mould.  
I have lived and fought among you  
   And I trow your hearts are steel;  
That the nations who deride you  
   Shall, like dogs, be brought to heel.  
But I pine for the roar of the lion on the edge of the clearing;  
For the rustle of grass snake; the birds’ flashing wing in the heath;  
For the sun shriveled peaks of the mountains to blue heaven rearing;  
The limitless outlook, the space, and the freedom beneath.  

  
      William Hamilton (1891-1917) 

 
The tight control of the short lines matches the poet’s sense of constriction in a European 
environment. He has seen much there, and done much, but at the end he is deeply unsatisfied, for 
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all he has seen and done is no replacement for all he has left behind in Africa. So the final part of 
each verse is a widening of horizons (in his memory) and an escape from the recent past into the 
more distant one. That widening is represented by the doubled line length and the uneven 
rhythms (try reading those lines aloud – you’ll find it difficult), suggesting a naturalness, a 
wildness, beyond the confines of Europe – even of a Europe at war.  
 

 
 

Here’s a much simpler poem. What you should note particularly are its style (choice and 
arrangement of words and phrases) and tone (the way the poet addresses her audience). 
            
          Fall Trip 

 
We travel cross country to see 
Leaves losing their lives. 
Well, that's what it is really 
Isn't it? 
When they turn dry and crumbly 
and fall in the colors we love so much. 
Is it murder, suicide 
or both? 
Natural causes, I suppose. 
Red, yellow, orange 
Brilliant natural causes. 
 

Laura Witsenhausen  
http://savvytraveler.publicradio.org/show/ 
features/1999/19990424/poems/6.shtml 

 
○ The first word, ‘We’, establishes what? 
 
○ An inclusive relationship of the poet with the reader or listener. 
 
○ What gives the first three lines their music? 
 
○ The internal rhymes and assonance (the ‘ee’ sounds), and alliteration. 
 
○ What’s the tone of ‘Well…Isn’t it?’ 
 
○ Informal, colloquial, slightly defiant (in defence of her previous strange statement, ‘leaves 

losing their lives’).  
 
○ ‘Isn’t it?’ is on a line by itself. What effect does that have?  
 
○ It emphasises the defiance. 
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○ ‘Crumbly’ is a deliberately what kind of word? 
 
○ Homely – and tactile (‘touchy’). 
 
○ That makes the terms ‘murder’ and ‘suicide’ seem to be what, in contrast? 
 
○ Exaggerations. 
 
○ The poet then draws back from those extremes, in what phrase? 
 
○ ‘Natural causes’ (a withdrawal reinforced by the further informality, ‘I suppose’). 
 
○ What gives the poem its ‘lift’ at the end? 
 
○ The introduction of colour, which prepares the way for the paradox of the last line – yes, this 

is a death, but a beautiful one. 
 

 
 

Is the following piece of writing poetry or prose? 
 

Postcard from Sanginngan 
 

before the finger of sun touches the rice fields  
i wake 
life smells fleetingly of thailand 
 
if you follow the tramp of my thonged feet on this small dirt path you will not step in the puddles. skirt  
by the muddy edges. step to the side for passing motorbikes. children will peer out from houses.  
women will look up from scrubbing clothes on rocks by the stream to greet us. Turning we wander  
past fields of greens and corn that ebb into the spreading terraces of rice, spotted with coconut,  
papaya. banana; rooster, hen and duck. 
 
don't mind me if i lounge on the verandah watching butterflies dance with palms and orchids alike  
on the breeze that brings the rains. i am pondering the virtues of writing absent friends about the  
heat, the aesthetics of ubud cafe society, of bali life from three year old eyes, of lotus ponds and  
carp, of my quiet struggle with colonialism, of the vast and the domestic ... but all of these subjects  
seem to melt away inconsequentially into the simple splendour of the afternoon. 

 
       Sarah Nicholson 

               dotlit.com 
…and does it matter? 
 

 
 
What provides the very special music in this next very special poem? 
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  Sestina: Here in Katmandu  
 
We have climbed the mountain. 
There's nothing more to do. 
It is terrible to come down 
To the valley 
Where, amidst many flowers, 
One thinks of snow, 
 
As formerly, amidst snow, 
Climbing the mountain, 
One thought of flowers, 
Tremulous, ruddy with dew, 
In the valley. 
One caught their scent coming down. 
 
It is difficult to adjust, once down, 
To the absence of snow. 
Clear days, from the valley, 
One looks up at the mountain. 
What else is there to do? 
Prayer wheels, flowers! 
 
Let the flowers 
Fade, the prayer wheels run down. 
What have they to do 
With us who have stood atop the snow 
Atop the mountain, 
Flags seen from the valley? 
 
It might be possible to live in the valley, 
To bury oneself among flowers, 
If one could forget the mountain, 
How, never once looking down, 
Stiff, blinded with snow, 
One knew what to do. 
 
Meanwhile it is not easy here in Katmandu, 
Especially when to the valley 
That wind which means snow 
Elsewhere, but here means flowers, 
Comes down, 
As soon it must, from the mountain. 
 
 Donald Justice 
 http://www.americanpoems.com/poets/donaldjustice/384 
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○ Not rhyme, but repetition of words. 
 
○ Can you work out the rules followed in that repetition? 
 
○ If we take 1-2-3-4-5-6 to represent the end-words of the first stanza, then the first line of the 

second stanza must end with 6 (the last end-word used in the preceding stanza), the second 
with 1, the third with 5, the fourth with 2, the fifth with 4, the sixth with 3 – and so to the 
next stanza. The order of the first three stanzas, for instance, would be: 1-2-3-4-5-6; 6-1-5-2-
4-3; 3-6-4-1-2-5. The conclusion, or envoy, of three lines must use as end-words 5-3-1, these 
being the final end-words, in the same sequence, of the sixth stanza. But the poet must 
exercise even greater ingenuity than all this, since buried in each line of the envoy must 
appear the other three end-words, 2-6. (From Encyclopedia of poetry and poetics, Alex 
Preminger, editor. Frank J. Warnke and O. B. Hardison, Jr., associate editors. Published: 
Princeton, N.J., Princeton University Press, 1965.) 

 
If you’ve worked through that explanation you may have noted that there is no three-line envoy 
in the poem. Perhaps you’d like to add one. 
 
○ Do you need to understand the rules in order to enjoy the poem? 
 
○ No. You don’t have to know music theory to revel in the sound an instrument makes. 

However, you do need to understand the rules if you want to admire the poet’s – or the 
composer’s – skill (another kind of enjoyment). 

 
 

 
Adlestrop 

 
Yes, I remember Adlestrop –  
The name, because one afternoon  
Of heat the express-train drew up there  
Unwontedly. It was late June.  
 
The steam hissed. Someone cleared his throat.  
No one left and no one came  
On the bare platform. What I saw  
Was Adlestrop – only the name  
 
And willows, willow-herb, and grass,  
And meadowsweet, and haycocks dry,  
No whit less still and lonely fair  
Than the high cloudlets in the sky.  
 
And for that minute a blackbird sang  
Close by, and round him, mistier,  
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Farther and farther, all the birds  
Of Oxfordshire and Gloucestershire.  
      

 Edward Thomas (1878-1917) 
 
○ This poem has a very simple rhyme-scheme. What about its rhythms? 
 
○ They are very uneven, almost deliberately so. Poems about trains usually have a very 

marked, rolling rhythm; but this train has stopped. When you’re in a train that has just come 
to a halt you’re immediately aware of the absence of rhythm and movement. 

 
○ What, in the relationship between the lines and the structure of the sentences, increases this 

unevenness? 
 
○ There are several run-on lines – in which the meaning continues from one line into (but not 

to the end of) the next. 
 
○ How is the poem’s rhyming affected by those run-on lines? 
 
○ It is weakened. 
 
○ Is the particular weakness of the final rhyme a failure? 
 
○ No. The poet wants to give the impression of bird-sound both near and far, and ‘mistier’ and 

‘Gloucestershire’ fade away into the distance of their unstressed syllables. 
 

 
 
Sometimes photographs, even together with strong memories, are just not enough. That’s been 
our argument from the beginning. Here’s a poem that says the same thing. 
 

Yangshuo river walk 
for Qin Jiang Rong 

My rolls of film, now developed, scroll 
Down that drizzling day again, the river 
Unwinding itself between pinnacles 
Draped exquisitely over themselves. 

Bamboos drooping with mist crisscross each other 
As we crisscrossed the river between villages 
Dirt poor among rich orchards, rice paddies 
And sweet potatoes only for the festival. 

Once again I am being ink-brushed  
Into a landscape more insubstantial 
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Than the mist where it is cocooned. 
I am complicit in my own disappearance. 

But the mud of that river walk clings  
In my memory as it clung to my boots, 
And I still taste the pomelo whose seeds 
We spat in circles of laughing around us, 

As the cruise-boats on the river klaxoned, 
And you recited Li Bai, so that I heard  
For the first time the pattern and rhyme 
Of his loneliness and moonlit exile. 

I put the photographs away in the drawer 
Of my imagination. The gloss changes,  
Begins to spin itself into a silk scroll, 
Unwinding as my pen becomes a brush. 

       Paddy Bushe 
       Magma 26 | Summer 2003 
       magmapoetry.com 
 
Let’s make sure first of all that we understand the poem. (Note, however, that it is capable of 
more than one interpretation.) 
 
○ What does the poet find unsatisfying in his ‘rolls of film’? 
 
○ They record only a vague impression of the vague landscape. He himself appears in them as 

a figure that has been ink-brushed in and does not belong. 
 
○ What does hearing Li Bai’s poetry make him realise? (Li Bai was a romantic poet in the 

Tang Dynasty, 618-907.) 
 
○ That his photographs, even his powerful and sensual memories, do not fully record the 

experience of his own journey. 
 
○ What does he therefore decide to do? 
 
○ Put away both his photographs and his memories (‘imagination’) and instead try to capture 

the experience in words. The gloss of the photographs and of the memories will be 
transformed into a silk panel on which he will write (with a brush rather than a pen, as in 
Chinese calligraphy); and it too will unwind, like the rolls of film, the day, the river. 

 
So Paddy Bushe has recorded another kind of journey, one like ours – towards poetry. 
 
Here are some more questions about the poem. 
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○ What connections does the poet make? 
 
○ Between the rolls of film, the unwinding day and the unwinding river; between the criss-

crossing of the bamboos and the travellers’ erratic movement back and forward across the 
river; between the land’s lack of solidity and the mist. 

 
○ What contrast does he note? 
 
○ Between the poverty of the people and the richness of the land. 
 
○ What senses other than sight are a part of his memory of the journey? 
 
○ Touch, taste, hearing. 
 
○ He doesn’t try to replicate the ‘pattern and rhyme’ of Li Bai’s poetry, but there is still some 

subtle music in his own poem Where does it lie? 
 
○ In the internal rhymes, assonance and touches of alliteration. Also, the rhythms are gentle, 

and flowing: this is a good poem to read aloud. 
      

 
 
Here’s another traveller unhappy with photography (and disenchanted with travelling itself, it 
seems.) 
 
      Travel     

 
Travel is the saddest 
pleasure in the world, 
moving at whim through 
places we will never 
return to, faces we 
will never see again,  
and words we do not 
understand. We travel 
to say we have traveled, 
and as we go we squint 
one eye, close the other, 
and hold between us 
and the thing we have 
come to see a contraption 
out of Plato's cave 
(complete with its flash 
of fire) so that when 
we return to the place 
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we left from and throw 
on the living room wall 
the shadows of where we 
might have been, we say, 
"Look, that's me, with 
the Parthenon on my shoulders," 
and, "Look, that's me again, 
holding up that leaning tower 
with one hand!" 

 
                  William Heath 
               http://www.cortlandreview.com/issuefour/heath4.htm 
 
○ Does the form of the poem reflect anything of the poet’s mood? 
 
○ It drifts, but jerkily – ‘moving at whim’, as the poet has felt himself doing. The line breaks 

are arbitrary, and don’t follow the meaning of the words. In that way it’s an unsatisfying 
poem, and so matches the poet’s own dissatisfaction. 

 
○ Why is he unhappy with travel photos? 
 
○ They are poor copies (‘shadows’) of reality; and they sometimes intrude on their subject – 

raising the issue of respectful travel again. 
 
The first of those two points leads to a further, important one. Plato’s argument with poetry was 
that since our imperfect world is already at one remove from the perfect world, the ‘ideal’ world 
as it exists in the mind of the Creator, poetry, which copies things in the world as we know it, is 
two removes from the ideal (which he called the ‘real’) world. So he banned it from Utopia, his 
visionary state. 
 
What we can argue, however, is that art (in any of its forms), far for being just a copy of a copy, 
penetrates the world in which we live, and allows us to see into the heart of things. 
 
The best photography can do that; and good poetry (of the kind you want to write) can do it, too 
– can go through what is seen (either in itself or in a picture) to what lies behind it: the idea of 
the thing. 
 

 
 
Here’s a poem then, that describes a picture (a painting rather than a photograph). It seeks to 
show how the painting has captured the essence of tiger. In doing so, perhaps, the poem itself 
captures the essence of painting. 
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Tiger: a watercolour 
after David Jones 

Brought to life by a light touch, 
its power prowls.  A single line 

holds the surge of its back, 
the menacing sway of its head. 

I look again: the luminosity 
of the page shines through it. 

Hovering like a ghost, a Chinese 
lantern, it melts backwards 

through yellow wash 
into the pith, blood's lightning. 

Three hundred pounds of tiger: 
as weightless and intense as a flame. 

 
                      Lynne Wycherley 

     http://www.brpoets.org/Poems%20frameset.htm 
 
○ Consider the sound effect of ‘light touch’. 
 
○ ‘its power prowls’: What does that mean? 
 
○ It’s not the tiger that is prowling, it’s the tiger’s power, the idea of tiger, of which the tiger’s 

body is only an outward symbol. 
 
○ What effect does the positioning of the word ‘surge’ have? 
 
○ It follows two unstressed syllables, which allows it to rise suddenly in the middle of the line 

like the curve of the tiger’s back. 
 
○ ‘I look again’: Very much what we’re recommending you do with your photographs. 
 
○ ‘Hovering like a ghost, a Chinese lantern’: Which is the better simile? How well do they 

work together? 
 
○ What do you think the phrase ‘blood’s lightning’ means? 
 
○ If you can’t decide, does that mean the poet has failed to communicate with you? 
 
○ If she has, how much does that matter? 
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○ The paradox in the final two lines is a culmination of several other contradictions or contrasts 

in the poem. What are they? 
 
○ ‘light touch/power’; ‘a single line/the surge of its back’; ‘yellow wash/blood’. 
 
The significance of much of the foregoing (including the discussion about Plato) is that art – 
painting, photography, poetry – sees, and records, things that science does not. For a scientist, 
the only important thing might be that the tiger weighs three hundred pounds. 
 

 
 

A significant element in that process of ‘seeing into’ can be focus, taking a narrow view of 
something close at hand – looking at a tree rather than a landscape, or a flower rather than an 
edifice (as we advised earlier).             

     Orford Castle 

Only the keep survives, a fist thrust 
into the blue above the hill's humps.  
Its stone silence commands attention 
but mine's fixed on ladies' slippers. 

I'd forgotten wild flowers will grow 
in profusion as if massed heads 
could stop death: vetch petals narrow 
as veins, poppies that clutch my heart – 

how does such brightness stem  
from sandy grains? Let loose from 
charabancs, pupils storm the hillocks. 
Voices everywhere, slipping into shriek, 

they don't notice the flowers, abandon 
one summit to conquer the next or roll 
down slopes. Some are picnicking 
under an old tree that's lost a limb, 

others sit crosslegged in the open, 
their concentration on the tale 
that's being unfolded so tangible 
I could gather it into a basket. 

Suddenly the group swarms upwards 
and the whole hill is spotted 
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with children in red peaked caps – 
poppies on foot, unstoppable. 

Fingers point as butterflies twin 
in the air, a green spider streaks 
over my shoes on threads of legs. 
A red-capped boy who has raced up 

the path we've climbed slowly, 
confides: Now I'll run down again! 
and the freckles on his soft new face  
are stamen dots. This is the core of it –  

not the keep which turns out 
to be a shell – but all the energy 
that has pushed up through 
the dead past, feeling the spill of it. 

     
       Myra Schneider 
       Magma 16 | Winter 1999 
       Magmapoetry.com 
                      
○ What difference does the poet note between the castle she has come to see and the flowers 

that hold her attention instead? 
 
○ The castle is largely ruined. The flowers, however, represent renewable, exuberant life. 
 
○ What else in the poem represents ‘renewable, exuberant life’? 
 
○ The school-children who race and swarm around the site. 
 
○ In what details does the poet point up the connection between flowers and children? 
 
○ The children are ‘poppies on foot unstoppable’; and the freckles on the face of the boy who 

speaks to her ‘are stamen dots’. 
 
○ The castle and its surroundings, symbol of the past, are under attack from the future, 

represented by the children who ‘storm the hillocks’.  What two phrases elsewhere in the 
poem extend this idea, also through their connection with conflict, as if a battle is being 
fought here?  

 
○ ‘conquer the next’ and ‘lost a limb’. 
 
We haven’t said much about words and their associations, except briefly under Diction. The 
above is quite a good example of words amplifying meaning through their associations, their 
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connections, rather than through their sense (their connotations rather than their annotations, to 
use more technical terms).  
 
Considerations of sound, now: 
 
○ What in the sound of the first two lines emphasises the starkness of the castle keep? 
 
○ The three sharp phrases. Their choppiness is produced by a clash of consonants (in ‘fist 

thrust’) and alliteration (‘hill’s humps’ and ‘stone silence’). 
 
○ The poem as a whole does not rhyme. Why, therefore, has the poet introduced, right at the 

end, what some would regard as weak rhyming phrases? 
 
○ ‘the core of it’ is ‘the spill of it’. The overflow of energy in both the flowers and the children 

is at the very heart of a creation without end. 
 
And one (connected) consideration of structure: 
 
○ There’s what seems a strange and rather awkward shift of subject in the middle of a line 

almost half-way through the third verse. Justify it. 
 
○ In first half of the verse the poet asks the question, ‘Where does the brightness of the flowers 

come from, when the soil is so poor?’ The children pouring out of the bus, in the second half, 
are her answer – the universal life force. 

 
 

 
Returning to the matter of what can stimulate travel poetry, here’s another poem about things 
bought (or nearly bought in this case) rather than photographed: 
 

              Souvenirs 
 
Nothing tacky of course, 
no clamshell jewelry, sand candles, 
wooden gulls or coffee mugs. 
 
But this brush holder 
used by Chinese scholars 
is finely carved with figures, flowers 
and a poem (I am told) 
neither of us could read. 
Unaccountably I remember wisteria 
still heavy with early morning rain. 
You would place this empty ivory 
in your unused sunken parlor 
hung with blue brocade. 
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I'd rather you kept it in the clutter 
of your room, stuffed with pens. 
 
Or perhaps 
you might like 
this white jade 
luminous 
cool smooth fruit 
would grow warm  
in your hands. 

 
     Miriam N. Kotzin 
     http://www.plumrubyreview.com/jun04/poetry/poetry.htm 
 
○ What’s interesting about the poem’s opening? 
 
○ It’s half way through an explanation, so we’re immediately in the middle of things. 
 
○ What do you think the souvenir-hunter might just have said? 
 
○ ‘I’m wandering round this curio shop looking for a present for you.’ We are given a dramatic 

context for the poem, with characters and a relationship. 
 
○ How is the nature of the relationship revealed in the souvenirs the writer thinks of buying? 
 
○ The writer is anxious to reassure her friend or lover that their common standards of taste will 

not be violated. There is some variance between them, however: the poet fears the recipient 
will not make room for the brush holder in his or her untidy working life, where it belongs, 
but will consign it to the museum of the ‘unused sunken parlor’; so she considers instead a 
more personal, more sensual present, which will bring them together rather than cause 
disharmony.  

 
Is there a shared memory in the wisteria she remembers ‘unaccountably’? 

 
That may seem an over-reading of the poem; but it does show how the things you begin by 
writing about can lead to things you had no intention of saying. 

 
 

           
Why do we buy souvenirs? As presents, often enough; but often enough too so that we take 
home with us (in addition to our photographs) part of the place we have been to. That’s why we 
try hard to find things in the shops or on the stalls which belong, which are original, and have not 
just been created for tourists. Once more, however, when we do that, we are in danger of 
changing the very thing we have come to see. Sea-shells are beautiful, but… Should we really 
have that Zanzibar door in our hallway in Portugal? Should the Elgin marbles be returned? (The 
scale of those three things is different, but the principle’s the same.) 
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While we are there too, in that distant place, we want to be part of it. Usually that is not possible. 
We do not belong. 
 
      Sciròcco                                           

 
Walking the Sunday streets 
I pass no one, 
just wall, railing, gate, railing, wall.  

In the quiet after a car the wind shoves in, 
scrapes leaves on concrete, 
stings eyes, sifts grit through hair. 

From a villa window: laughter, 
rich wafts of sugo  
distilled all morning. 

A couple, coats draped expensively, 
sweep out of a cafe 
and through me to their taxi. 

Under clouds red-bellied with Africa 
I turn and let the wind push me along. 

 
      Tim Greenwood   
      http://www.brpoets.org/Poems%20frameset.htm 
   
○ What details convey the traveller’s feeling of isolation? 
 
○ He passes no-one; what he sees as he walks is repetitive and impersonal (‘wall, railing, gate’) 

and exclusive; the wind is aggressive and troublesome; he can not be a part of the celebration 
he overhears; the couple leaving the café sweep ‘through’ him as if he is not there, and he is 
further cut off from them by their stylish wealth; finally all he can do is drift like the leaves 
the wind also blows along the ground. 

 
○ Compare the sudden introduction of colour at the end of the poem with the similar effect at 

the end of ‘Fall Trip’ (page 46). What do both changes do? 
 
○ They widen the poem’s scope and bring in a new idea (here, that it is Africa that threatens, 

not the wind, not this particular place).  
 
○ The poem is probably set in Southern Italy, where the Scirocco (a hot, dry wind from the 

Sahara) blows. Do Italy’s current immigration problems add to the poem’s meaning? 
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○ Not, perhaps in any way intended by the poet; but the poetic view is often confirmed by 
future events… 

 
 

 
Sometimes, sadly, we struggle against being connected. 
 
                Down Town Bogota 

 
So being a father 
is one of life's joys? 
I wonder if you 
would believe me; 
 
You, skinny man, 
standing there 
on a street corner 
in the middle of the night 
in downtown Bogota. 
 
Small child asleep 
on the sidewalk 
at your feet, 
baby in your arm, 
 
as we drive by, 
fat from dinner, 
you reach out 
a beggar's hand, 
one father to another, 
and tug monstrously 
on my heart. 
 
If I feed you tonight, 
who will feed your ten 
thousand brothers 
and sisters 
beside you? 

  
      Cecil Williams 
      www.cecilw.com 
 
○ How is the opening of this poem similar to that of Souvenirs? 
 
○ It, too, is a continuation of something that has gone before; and it has led to a conclusion now 

to be called into question. 
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○ The most notable sound-echo is between two whole lines. What are they and what is the 

effect? 
 
○ ‘fat from dinner’ and ‘one father to another’. Together they emphasise the difference and the 

similarity between the two men. 
 
○ In what way is the simplicity of the poem’s style appropriate to its subject? 
 
○ The problem the poem presents is also simple. (The answer, of course, is not.) 
 
○ Whose may be the greater despair, do you think, the father’s or the traveller’s? 
 
○ Perhaps it’s the same despair: the father, no matter how much he is given, will not be able to 

feed all those who depend on him; the traveller, nomatter how much he gives, will make little 
difference. 

    
 

 
Maybe we need to be reminded, finally, that travelling should be enjoyable. Where does the fun 
of this poem, and the trip it describes, lie? 
 

    Our Trip to Takaka 
 
Well, we went to Takaka 
for the weekend 
and there was this spring. 
Yes. 
This spring. 
And we could see under the 
water with this mirror thing. 
And there was this eel. 
Yes. 
This eel, swimming from right  
to left like a reel of silk ribbon, 
like a pennant waving. 
You know: a pennant, 
with teeth and an eye like a 
silver stud among all this  
pondweed. And there were 
all these bubbles. Each one  
was like a little world  
rising in its sleek skin. 
And then we went to see 
the goldfields. 
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Yes. 
Goldfields. 
And there were these caves 
in scrubland. They’d stripped 
the hills till the ground ran red. 
And we went into one of the 
caves and there was this young  
man sleeping on fern fronds,  
meditating to make the world  
well. He had his dog with him.  
Yes. 
His dog. 
That’s how we knew he was there. 
The cave was deep, like an ear. 
Or a belly button. It was deep and 
damp, and we heard the dog bark 
down in the dark and a young man  
saying, “Be quiet!”  
The clay in the cave stuck  
to our hands like dry blood.  
We gave the young man a  
bread roll. 
Yes. 
A bread roll. 
With cheese and egg. And we  
said, Well, good luck with the  
meditating and everything.  
He said, yeah, well, he was  
going to give it his best shot. 
Then we drove home. 
Yes. 
Home. 
That was our trip to Takaka. 
 

      Fiona Farrell  
             http://www2.auckland.ac.nz/lbr/trout/journal/11/11_36.php 

 
○ Almost wholly in its tone (the way the audience is addressed).  
 
○ What are the features of the style which determine that tone? 
 
○ It is deliberately and deceptively naive (‘Well…Yes...this mirror thing…You know…Yes.’) 
 
○ What is concealed within that assumed simplicity? 
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○ Some sharp observations, vividly recorded. ‘This eel, swimming from right /to left like a reel 
of silk ribbon’ is one. Find some others. 

 
○ Some satirical touches.  
 
○ What are they? 
 
○ ‘Ran red’ suggests that the land’s blood has been spilled in the search for gold. 
 
○ The young man they find in the mine demonstrates his own naivety, this time a real one – he 

is ‘meditating /to make the world well’; but all he can do is ‘give it his best shot’. The satire 
rests in the immaturity of his language and his thinking. 

 
 
But don’t forget the music. 
 

 
 

Permissions 
 
We have tried with mixed success to contact those who may hold the copyright to writing 
samples we have used. Apologies to anyone who is unhappy that anything they wrote or ‘own’ 
has been included in the Tutorial without their permission. We would claim Fair Use (for the 
purposes of education or criticism) under the provisions of copyright law, but will of course 
remove anything if asked to do so: wordsmith@clix.pt. 
 




